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I NTRODUCT I ON
Does a systematic method of experimenting in
creative art have any validity?
The basic problem contained in this thesis was to
investigate the use of a scientific system in arriving at
creative ideas in experimental art. the system was prim
arily designed for the student working within the confines
OF DIFFERENT MATERIALS AND TOOLS. The STRUCTURES USED A
FUNDAMENTAL BASIC TYPE OF DESIGN AND WERE NOT NECESSARILY
WORKED INTO FINISHED ART FORMS. THE WORK WAS PRIMARILY
DONE WITH TWO OR MORE FORMS IN 3-D I ME NS I ONAL ARRANGEMENTS
IN WHICH FIVE OR SIX COPIES WERE REPEATED WITH ONLY ONE
FACTOR VARYING FOR EXAMPLE, HEIGHT, WIDTH, COLOR,
POSITION, COMBINATION, ETC. THE LEVEL OF WORKMANSHIP WAS
LIMITED TO BEING MERELY SUFFICIENT FOR THE ARTIST TO PER
CEIVE THE IDEA, WHICH THE ARTIST MIGHT FURTHER DEVELOP OR
MODI FY OR D| SCARD.
When I paint and construct, I try to develop
VISUAL ARTICULATION. I DO NOT THINK THEN ABOUT ABSTRACT
ION, AND JUST AS LITTLE ABOUT EXPRESSION. I DO NOT LOOK
FOR ISMS, AND NOT AT FASHION.
I SEE THAT ART IS ESSENTIALLY PURPOSE AND SEEING,
THAT FORM DEMANDS MULTIPLE PRESENTATIONS, MANIFOLD PER
FORMANCE. I DO NOT SEE THAT FORCED INDIVIDUALISM OR
FORCED EXALTATION IS THE SOURCE OF CONVINCING FORMULATION
OF LASTING MEANING. In MY OWN WORK I AM CONTENT TO
COMPETE WITH MYSELF, AND TO SEARCH WITH SIMPLE PALETTE
AND WITH SIMPLE COLOR FOR MANIFOLD INSTRUMENTATION.
So I DARE FURTHER VARIANTS.
1Gyorgy Kepes, (ed), The Visual Arts Today.
MlDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT; WeSLEYAN UNIVERSITY, PRESS I96O.
P. 105, quoting Joseph Albers.
THE PURPOSE
It was the purpose of this thesis to investigate
if the systematic method of the use of one-variable
control experiments was valid in 3-^1 me n s i onal design.
Such a method attempted:
1. To develop a method of teaching 3-Di mensional Design
IN WHICH THE STUDENT WOULD EXPERIMENT IN A LOGICAL,
STEP-BY-STEP FASHION RATHER THAN A RANDOM ONE.
2. To TEACH ABOUT TOOLS, THEIR CHARACTER AND HOW TO
USE THEM.
3. To TEACH ABOUT MATERIALS, THEIR CHARACTER AND HOW TO
USE THEM AND COMBINE THEM.
4. To DEVELOP EXPERIENCES, IDEAS, AND BACKGROUND FOR THE
STUDENT FOR FUTURE WORK IN SCULPTURE, ARCHITECTURE
AND INDISTRIAL DESIGN.
5. To RECOGNIZE THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD AS A NATURAL FORCE,
A RHYTHMIC DEVELOPMENT OF AN IDEA WITH VARIATIONS AND
DEVIATIONS AS LOGICAL AND EVENTFUL AS THEY ARE IN
NATURE.
6. To USE TOOLS AND MATERIALS INSTEAD OF PAPER AND PENCIL
TO SEARCH FOR AND SKETCH IDEAS, NO MATTER HOW ABBREVI
ATED.
7. To SEARCH OUT WITH SIMPLE FORMS THE GREAT SIMPLE
RELATIONSHIPS THAT MAKE UP DYNAMIC BEAUTY.
Designing and making need not be separate. One
way is to start working directly in materials with your
work suggesting how to proceed. it i s *a sort of game
in which each move determines the possible next move.
You work along in a state in which conscious direction
AND INTUITION ARE DELICATELY BALANCED, UNTIL YOU GRADU
ALLY BRING OUT A FORM YOU COULD NEVER HAVE IMAGINED TO
BEGIN WITH. THE FORMAL CAUSE IS STILL THERE , ALTHOUGH
IT IS SOMETHING THAT YOU PARTLY DISCOVER AS YOU GO ALONG
P
RATHER THAN SOMETHING THOUGHT OUT BEFOREHAND.
2Robert Scott, Design Fundamentals. New York,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1951, P. 5.
Construction begins in the most primitive manner.
The elementary methods of construction are related to
the elements of life, the forces of life. An event or
series of events may be ordered by a rhythm. The same
event can be repeated varying its temporal or spatial
POSITION. An EVENT CAN BE INVERTED AND TAKE ON A NEW,
strange character. a whole system can "be changed by
inversions. However, construction must start with the
simplest and most practical means and to avoid confusion
aim at the simplest results. sometimes the work is the
product of a slow direction (monotony is a powerful force),
or it is busy with change and seeming instability.
(Picasso's sum of destructions.)
^Kenneth Martin, "Construction from Within",
Structure. Sixth Series, number 1, 1964.
DEFINITION OF TERMS USED
A DEFINITION OF TERMS USED IN DESCRIBING THE MAIN
ASPECTS of this study are as follows:
Three Dimensional Design:
Actual single or multiple materials arranged together
to form length, width and depth rather than just the
ACTUAL TWO DIMENSIONS (LENGTH AND W*|DTh) OF DESIGNS
created on paper.
Experimental Design:
The manipulation of forms in a manner not determined
by a definite purpose such as a lamp, music rack, etc.
One-vari able:
The change of only a single element such as size,
color, texture, position in the series of experiments,
(5 OR 6 IN THE SER I Es) .
Tools and Techniques:
The power equipment and the hand tools necessary to
handle wood, metal, plastic, etc., and the nature of
the demands made on the both material and the tools
by the artist's ideas.
Materials are rugged individualists. You can get
them to do all sorts of things through cooperation, but
they will not be forced. you have to understand their
nature and work with it, not against it.
Tools and machines are also individualists. The
form is going to be influenced by the tools shaping
^Robert Scott, Design Fundamentals. New York,
McGraw-Hill >Book Company, I95T7 P.
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PROCEDURE
The following procedure was used in this study:
1. The experimental method was introduced by Prof.
Deszo Sekely to 30 Sophomores in 3-^i mensi onal
Design at the Rochester Institute of Technology
in the Spring Quarter, 1966.
2. The results were investigated by this writer.
3. The writer followed this investigation of class
work by reading literature related to Experimental
Design, (see Bibliography)
4. The controlled, experimental method was observed
by this writer in the summer session class at the
Rochester Institute of Technology in 1966 when 11
undergraduate and graduate students were enrolled.
5. At the same time that No. 4 above was in progress,
the writer herself, as an individual designer,
investigated the same experimental method.
6. Student and individual work selected for study by
the writer was recorded by photographs.
7. Both classroom work of students and individual work
of the writer were studied and analyzed.
S. Graduate students were given a set of questions to
DETERMINE THEIR OPINIONS OF THIS APPROACH. (AppENDIx)
EXPERIMENTS
The following photographs and descriptions are of
the single variable experiments and the *e xper imental
SCULPTURE THAT SOMETIMES FOLLOWED. It SHOULD BE
remembered, however, that the level of workmanship is
limited to being merely sufficient for the artist to
perceive the idea in the work which the artist may
develop further or modify or discard.
Three separate groups of experiments are recorded;
the Sophomore, the Advanced and the author's own.
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Joseph Albers was once asked if the confines he
has set for himself in his Homage to the Square paintings
had given him ample latitude. to this h*e answered,
"There is plenty of leeway for me. There are sometimes
three squares, sometimes four, and maybe sometimes two.
They are not automatic. They do not come by themselves.
Sometimes it's small, large, small or large, small,
large; inside heavy; outside heavy; heavy above; heavy
below; giving here quantity; taking there; until each
square is affecting the other all it can, and vice-
VERSA. Sometimes I deal with the same colors in many
PICTURES, CHANGING JUST PLACEMENT AND QUANTITY. CLEAR
THINKING AND seeing won't SPOIL EMOTIONS. "5
^Joseph Albers, "Homage to the
Square,"
Art News.






Description: Balsa rectangle sliced by single
triangular voib bigger in each step
from a to e.
Variable: S| ZE OF NEGATI VE CUT.
Observation: Creating positive and negative areas
by sharp-edged cut seems appropriate,
EXPERIMENT NO. 2
Descr iption Block of wood with cylindrical metal
form set into notch, the length of the
cylinder varying.
Variable: Length of chrome tubing.




Description: Stained wood block with unstained wood
dowel placed in different angles to the
vertical plane of the block.
Var i able: Angle of dowel.
Observation: Contrast of square-edged form to rounded
form and right angles to oblique angles.
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EXPERIMENT NO. 4
Description: Thin blocks of balsa wood stacked together
Variable: Size and number of units.




Description: Aluminum strips, each rolled up to a
greater amount.
Var i able: Amount of roll.




Description: Bandsaw cuts into wooden cube at different
angles.
Variable: Angle of cut.





Description: Small dowel glued to larger dowel at
different angles.
Variable: Position of small dowel.




Description: Two dowels connected by one of smaller
D| AMETER.
Variable: Increasing height of center dowel.
Observation: Solid, acceptable, strong appearance.
Development: Sculpture in the round produced by






Description: Two blocks of wood connected by dowel,
Variable: Angular position of top block.
Observation: Simplicity of forms has beauty.
Development: Increase in size and simple realtionship







Large rectangular block of solid wood
WAS rilled with 3 HOLES ON SEVERAL
SI DES.
Placement of holes.
Piercing seems to lighten the appearance
GIVEN BY THE BLOCK ITSELF. Th I S PRINCIPLE
might be applied in lightening the effect
of some large mass that you must work
with. Also, the involvement of negative
spaces is interesting.
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Description: Three nails hammered into dowel in
different positions.
Var i able: Position of nails.
Observation: Spiney look of result may be worth
pursui NG.
Development: Attempt to produce sculpture from this




Description: Single thin wood dowel drilled into
larger dowel.
Var i able : Height of thin dowel.
Observation: Result seems to look very stiff and
un i nsp i r| ng.
Development: A LARGER PIECE USING MULTIPLES OF THIS
IDEA PLUS ANGULARITY RATHER THAN VERTICAL-




Description: Two white opaque plastic rectangles arranged
on a background of black opague plastic.
Var i able: Position of rectangles
Observation: Flat black and white pattern, as clean-cut
quality of a mondrian. emphasis on position,
Development: Large piece
20"
X 30". Glassy surface
of plastic emphasized. Enough variety









BLACK AND WHITE AND INTERCHANGED WITH
WHITE AND BLACK. THE APPEAL OF THE







BLACK AND WHITE VERTICAL STRIPES WITH NAILS






(Done by a sophomore student in the summer program. )
Description: Punch-cut plastic discs of different
colors arranged on white plastic background.
Vari able: Colors.
Observation: Although curved design seemed inappropriate,







panel of colored plastic
arranged with slightly raised discs of
plastic grouped in Mondrian-like.com-
position.
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Development: Punched-out negative remains of
different colored plastic sheets









Squares of wood glued at right angles
and combined with a round dowel shape
for variety.
Position of dowel in relationship to
corner formed by sides.
Light and shadow play interesting because






Description: One small block attached by a notching
and gluing to larger block at oblique
ANGLE.
Var i able: Degree of oblique angle.
Observation: Slight change of direction of masses
looks kinetic but still solid.





AND GLUED, ASSEMBLED TO MAKE LARGER
SCULPTURE QUITE KINETIC IN APPEARANCE




Development: Same idea translated into bent and





Descript ion: Dowels glued sided by side to form
group of cylinders.
Var i able: Number of dowels in group.
Comment: Massing of wooden forms has a solid, natural
appearance like the stacking of a cord of
wood, the bundling of rods or sticks, a
stockade fence.
Development: Gluing of dowels of varying lengths
around open cylindrical space produced
both qualities of solidity and openness.
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Although the two projects illustrated previously
were done by different students, many projects were
developed along similar lines, which fact tends to
demonstrate that the students derived stimulation and
inspiration from their fellow
students'
work and often














Observation: Six panels were suitable for assemblage







Single thin wooden dowel drilled and
glued into wooden base.
Height of dowel.
High dowel too thin in proportion to
height and thickness of base.
The grouping of many dowels of different





Description: Single dowel arranged upright on
WOODEN BASE. All AREAS PAINTED.
Var i able: Color arrangement of base, side and top
Development: On a
12"
square board, dowels arranged
evenly in rows like the stars in the
American Fla0, but cut in progressively
SHORTER HEIGHTS TOWARD CENTER. Th I S
PRODUCES A STRAIGHT-ON APPEARANCE OF WHITE
DOTS ON BLACK BUT A SIDE APPEARANCE OF





Description: Group of 4 dowels place on each of
5 wooden bases.
Vari able: Height and angle of dowels.
Observation: Directions of dowels seem to have some
force worth investigating.
Development: Dowels cut at extreme angles and glued
to
12" x 12" wood base to create appear






Description: Two slices of wood corner-bead, stock
molding arranged on wood base, open and
closed forms produced.



















STOCK PIECES OF CORNER BEAD BUT OF TWO
DIFFERENT SIZES IN A VERTICAL-HORIZONTAL
FASHION SO THAT STRAIGHT-ON EFFECT IS
ALL WHITE BUT SIDE APPEARANCE REVEALS




Description: Triangle of natural wood arranged on
background of stained block.
Var i able: Position of triangle
Observation: Projection of apex of triangle more






board painted wooden triangles
arranged in vertical-horizontal fashion.
Medieval textured surface as well as color
to emphasize planes and peaks.
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MENT NO.





Multiplicity makes for strength and
interest.
Development: Dowels of different heights and diameters
grouped together upright on white board.
Tops of dowels painted many colors. Some








each of five bases.
Wood.
IN NUMBER IN
Observation: Grouping of dowels seems to have some
possi bility.
Development The following six experiments are
enlargements of the same idea as above.
The six pine boards,
12"
X 12", were
DRILLED SIMULTANEOUSLY AND DOWELS WERE
SET INTO EACH IN DIFFERENT PATTERNS AND
SUBSEQUENTLY PAINTED IN DIFFERENT SCHEMES,
36
(A) Black and white illusion of positive and negative
CONFUSED BY DARK DRILLED HOLES AND PROJECTING
BLACK TIPS ON DOWELS.
y/m
(B) Multicolored projecting dowels combined with
BLACK APPEARANCE OF DRILLED HOLES, AS WELL AS




(C) All aluminum spray on projecting dowels of
DIFFERENT HEIQHTS.
( D) All aluminum spray on projecting dowels of
DIFFERENT HEIQHTS AND ANGULAR FACES.
3S
(E) All white spray on dowels set at two heights
ONLY, ONE HIGH, ONE LOW, IN CIRCULAR GROUPING,
WITH UNFILLEO DRILLED HOLES MAKING UP OUTER RING,
(F) Same arrangement as
"E"
except for addition of
RED PAINT ON SIDES OF TALL DOWELS AND TIP OF
SHORT ONES.
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( Q) Natural colored dowels inserted in drilled holes
and dowels of larger diameter added for variety.
Knot holes of wood base used in arrangement of
PATTERN.
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(H) Dowels of various diameters and heights both glued
ON AND DRILLED INTO HOLES OF BOARD. ALL SURFACES
PAINTED WHITE FOR UNITY.
(I) Dowels drilled into some holes and pierced by









wood panel on which smaller
wood rectangles were placed. Simplicity
of relief was achieved but this became






covered with relief of
large and small blocks in orderly pattern,
Variety of size and addition of oblique
edge gave richer shadow play.
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SUMMARY
After observing and participating in the one-
variable SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO EXPER I MENTJ NG IN
3-
DlMENSIONAL DESIGN THE AUTHOR CAN REPORT THAT THE
EXPERIMENTS WERE DEVELOPED THROUGH A PROGRAMMING PROCESS
WHICH MADE THE CONFIGURATIONS SEEM TO BE AUTOMATICALLY
GENERATED. The STUDENT, HOWEVER, WHILE NOT DEVELOPING
HIS CREATIVE ABILITIES FREELY AND WITHOUT RESTRICTIONS,
WAS STILL RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CHOICE OF MATERIAL AND
METHOD AND HAD CONSTANT RECOURSE EITHER TO REDESIGN HIS
ELEMENT OR TO REFRAME HIS SYSTEM OF DEVELOPMENT IN ORDER
TO RESOLVE HIS STRUCTURES ACCORDING TO HIS OWN AESTHETIC
TASTE.
While such a system of experimentation seemed
sometimes narrow and confining, this study did give
insight into the fundamental nature of all structure, which
is essentially element plus operation.
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A REVOLUTION IS TAKING PLACE IN THE ARTISTS
RELATION TO NATURE. He NOW ABSTRACTS FROM ITS CREATIVE
PROCESS, NOT ITS CREATIONS.
To CREATE A WORK OF ART REQUIRES THE PROPER
ORDERING OF KNOWLEDGE, BUT THE LAYMAN THINKS THE
ARTIST HAS TAKEN ANY MATERIAL, ACTUALIZED INTO ANY FORMS
AND COLORS AND STRUCTURED THEM IN ANY WAY HE
WISHES."
^Charles Biederman, "Sphere and Cube", Structure.
Sixth series, number 1, 1964.
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The artist limits himself by the means with which
he works; the choice of means is part of his subjective
nature. The norm, the powerful monotony, becomes an
episode or a field which he develops, changes or inter
rupts through the use of slight DEVI ations.or direct
oppositions.
7
The study of rational design in terms of technics
and materials should 3e only the first step in the develop-
Pi
MENT OF A NEW AND MODERN SENSE OF BEAUTY.
^Kenneth Martin, "Construction from Within",
Structure. Sixth series, number 1, 1964. Amsterdam.
^Herbert Bayer, Walter Gropius, I se Gropius, (ed.),
Bauhaus. Charles T. Branford Company, Boston; 1962, In
the Preface by Alfred Barr.
h
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CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS
The following conclusions and recommendations
were based on the investigation of the
students1
work
previously described in this thesis and on the writer's
own experimentation and opinions.
For the Beginning Student the one variable method privided:
(Positive)
1. a genuine familiarization with many materials, tools
and processes if an honest attempt was made on the
part of the student to participate in the method.
2. a genuine feeling for the solid and tactile form of
materials through actual structuring rather than
sketching ideas on paper.
3_ a visual comparison of the growth of an idea through
repeating design 5 or 6 times with variation.
4. a chance to orient himself to the real nature of
3-d|mens|onal design, with its emphasis on form and
surface and structure rather than the emphasis of a
shop course where actual objects such as bookends,
lamps, etc., are produced.
5. a valid control by the teacher over what student
does, both in the direction of his experiments and
the limitations.
6. The change for a good job of explaining the validity
and soundness of the scientific, experimental method
as opposed to the "free
play11
method most students
have had in high school.
7. a definite goal for the student thus eliminating the
insecurity connected with creativity.
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S. The development of a good habit for the student in
making constant judgment of his work.
9* The building of awareness of size, placement,
proportion, surface, color, etc., and the measuring
of those elements.
10. a controlled learning situation but with enough
freedom provided through the selection of materials
and experiments.
11. a time limit for experimentation.
*
12. The courage to discard rather than treasure experiments,
13. Less waste of art material because experiments were
SMALL.
(Negat i ve)
1. too small a format (most forms in the experiments
had a large dimension of no more than 3").
2. too many repeats (5 or 6 duplications with one
variable became monotonous).
3. a false measure of success for students who might be
skillful at performing the six duplications but who
might otherwise be unimaginative.
For the Advanced Student the one-variable method provided:
(Positive)
1. A chance to explore new tools and materials in a
quick manner.
2. A systematic approach to developing an idea.
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3. The practice of 3-dimensional sketching along with
2-dimensional sketches, thus keeping the advanced
student more in touch with the tactile nature of
the materials.
4. The method by which an advanced student could still
"fool around with materials" instead of jumping to
a paper-conceived design from his own pre-conce i ved
design which normally eliminates the possibility of
the tools and materials suggesting a creative solution
natural to their character.
5. a chance to observe structure scientifically, rather
than superficially.
6. An opportunity to sharpen further the mechanical
skills of the experienced artist.
( Negative)
1. An over-simplified approach to creativity.
2. Too monotonous a procedure when only one variable
WAS ALLOWED.
3. Too monotonous a procedure when 5 or 6 repetitions
WERE CALLED FOR. (2 OR 3 VARIABLES ON 3 OR 4
REPETITIONS would be less limiting and would PROVIDE
greater stimulation for refinements and development
of an idea.)
4. Not enough size or contrasts to precipitate the
formation of an idea.
48"
There is order within which there is scope rather
THAN STEREOTYPE. True ORGANIC ORDER, AS. WE KNOW IT,
SET ONLY THE GENERAL FRAME AND PATTERN, LEAVING THE
PRECISE WAYS OF EXECUTION ADJUSTABLE AND INDETERMINATE,
FREE TO ADAPT ITSELF TO THE EXIGENCIES OF A WORLD WHOSE
DETAILS ARE THEMSELVES UNPRED I CTABLE
9Kenneth Martin, "Construction from Within",
Structure. Sixth series, number 1, 1964.
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....But it is precisely the aim of design
education to impart to the student the means of
achieving authority and command in order to gain
ascendancy over the accidental.
10Martin Krampen (ed.), Design and Planning.
New York; Hastings House, 1905. P. 44.
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APPENDIX
The following questionnaire was given to Summer
Session Students about the fifth week of the six-
week course. no names were requested but the level







1. D|D YOU LEARN ANYTHING NEW TECHNICALLY ABOUT TOOLS AMD MATERIALS
2. Did ts^e"like the: experimental method? ^X <* iu* u'V'ir,, v'7'/va..J Vvtc ^
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HAVE AN ADVANTAGE OVER TWO- 0 J ME N SI CM AL SKETCHING? t cr
5o ^JO jv spced up or slow down your AESTHETIC DECISIONS? X'
6. tF YOU HAD TO TEACH A CLASS IN 3--' CESIGN WOULD VOU EMPLY THIS
method? s
t^o.Ji U,,^ u, ,.,;<,,.. ^/;/r .1iw "jAt^ii L.
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JiO YOU LEARN ANYTHING ABOUT BASIC DESIGN PRINCIPLES SUCH AS
MOTION:, PrZQPORTIOiZ, COOOl, TEXTURE, ETC. V ^ _ , ^ ^ / /uJt'{^-d U X'/
'j D YOU HAVE TOO LkTTLE OR TOO MUCH TIME?
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1. D|0 fOU LEARH AA'VTHSN NEW TECHNICALLY ABOUT VOOLG AND MATERIALS
MC
2. J|0 YOU LIKE THE EXPERIMENTAL METHOD?
3* -O VOU FEEL THAT THIS MCTHcOfCAL APPROACH TO EXPERIMENTAL OCSJCM
HELPED YOU? I f;
4. X3 |T H,.Vf. AN ADVANTAGE OVC TttO-D {MEN SI OK'AL SXZTCHSMG*
5. ^4 D IV 5PEEE UP On. SLOW CZZZ YOUR AESTHETIC bsCIGtONS?
6. If you had to"Teach a claos in 3-3 otxa?. would you l.ozloy tkx;
METHOD? ,






7. *3ULO YOU P?^R TO WORK OIRECTLY OA! A LARGE 3
-'
PROJECT?
::, XOJXU |_ARM SY .WATCH 1^03 THE EXPCFUwrNTS OF OTHERS?
_^-cx'-.-...-.,
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1. L'|0 you LEARM ANYTHING NEW TECHNICALLY ABOUT TOOLS AMD MATERIALS
2. "ID Vc, LJKM THE EXPERIMENTAL fiETHGD?
x.-
3. C0 YOU FEEL THAT TH f S :.ETHOD| CAL APPROACH TO EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
HELPED YOU?
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9. ^1 A YOU LEARH AMYTAfnO A3GUT BASIC DESICZ PRINCIPLES SUCH AS
MOTSCM, PROPORTION., COLOR , "A.: XTURE , ETC, 7
10.
11. -'-HAT
X VCU HAVE TOO LITTLE TIME OH TOO MUC'i-J TIME?
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2. 0|D YOU LIKE THE E XPER I MCNT Au ME THOD?(.Wo ?) W "t X 4 KX ^ IT m 3 ;j C
3. '0 YOU FEEL TK.\T TH 8 3 METhODiCAL j-.PPROACH TO EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
HELPED YOU? <J| "3
4. Does ;t have am advantage over two-oimewsional sxztcki a*g? ^e^,
k\oix i rx 6<f? u;h^+ v\^u. ccatA\.i -s ixz '< y\
twjc?* A'z c--V><? ,-<-*.. a i
5. L>l D IT/SPEED UP) OR SLOW DOWN VOUR '.AESTHETIC AECISIONS?
6. IF VOU HAD TO"[ACH A CLASS IN 3- -> CESICN WOULD YOU EMPLOY TH 8 S ,
7- VoJLD YOU PREFER TO WORK D3RECTLY ON A LARGE j-b PROJECT?
&. Dj D YO'J LEARN BY CATCHSMG THE E AZ E A | ?..E wTS OF 0THER8. Z^CM'};^
yesi)
2 A YOU LEARN ANYTHING ABOUT DAS8C DCStGA PR J AC I ZLE 0 SUCH AS
MX I OX PRQPOAYtOX COLOR , "E XTURE , ETC.? ;V\Q
10. 0| d you have too lxtle time or too much time? (ela^u.al'u
11. What 23 your ceijeaal feels nq aeouv this method at thso time?














1. Did you learn, anything new techn i cally about tools and materials
in 3-L)? (/V.-A
2. D|D THE LIKE THE EXPERIMENTAL METHOD? fy
r




4. Does it have an advantage over two-dimensional sketching? "/
*;"
5. D.D IT SPEED UP OR SLOW DOWN YOUR AESTHETIC DECISIONS?
!F YOU HAD TO TEACH A CLASS IN 3-D DESIGN WOULD YOU EMPLY THIS
METHOD?
r
7. -'OULD YOU PREFER TO WORK DIRECTlY ON A LARGE 3-D PROJECT? ,
t/-kS>
S. Did you learn by watching the experiments of others?
iflx*
9- d; d you -.earn anything about basic design principles such as
motion, proportion, color, texture, etc.
jjso
10. Did you have too little or too much tsme?





12. Experiments will be discarded. Does this bother you?
ftf&j
srixiHTi
XO^ D ; Umb^:h-^: a^>uxx
<AdOR
^ iy& \) i ~jV&Z - irOMT* {-JJ^' ': Jf^j1
1 D?D YOU LSARM ANYTHING N<A -TECHNICALLY AIM0UT TOOLS AND MATERIALS
2, -'10 THE LIKE THE EXPCRIXENTAL U'EVHOO? Y^ . ^ x>- **.)' ' "
ti4^ P^/r^OP^^vT Of tf^**
X-tT3" ^/^'AffllK. ^ 'u,{"r'SV|
3. ^0 YOU fEEL THAT THIS WETHODSCAL APPROACH TO E ',<fER I MENTAL OESICN ^_
helped vou? /ij0. ^z)r ^r un'u. for ^
^u'7':;-? *^*K. i-
&. DorS IT HAVE AN ADVANTAGE OVER- TWO-D 1 MCN3 1 ON AL GXETCHtNG?
"5. DfO IT SPEED UP OR SL0 0,\N YOUR AESTHETSC CEC|3iONS?_. , ,j>
SRxxrx^/yrr^ Or* wotz;c o
6. If you hao fo TEACH a CLASS IH
3--'
G8tM ^'OULD YOU EMPL.y THIS
7. A'guLu VOU PREFE TO WORK DIRECTLY ON A LARGE
3--'3 PROJECT?
per l/J 'K'v <m^ ? hs. k a^tuA-jii -VfcS -.




9. JG YOU LEAF H ANYTHING ABOUT BASIC
DE0SCA PA S NC >I'LE3 SUCH A3
MOTION, PRO?0RTiO;is COLOR, TIKTURg,
ETC.
10, 0|2 YOU HAVE TOO LITTLE Q TOO MUCH
TIME?
11 HAT IS YOUR CENTRAL FE-LGNG
A30UT TfilS METHOD AT THIS T|?X?
12. EXPCK.MSKTC V/SLL MM DISCARD,





<Uh3T 10 N S ;
1. Old YOU LEARN ANYTHING NEW MECHNiCALLY ABOUT TOOLC AiiO MATERIAL.;.
IN 3"^? yj -LOt/t/AnA





jzT^. u&, c/se.cy>l S"n -Ax ^' e'frfot'/^^rs t- s #- sTydjin 7
3. -'0 YOU FEEL THAT THIS METHODICAL APPROACH TO EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
HELPED YOU? yCS
4, Does it have an advantage over two-dimensional s;-:_tchinqJ
5, -id it speed up or slow down vour aesthetic decs oil on s?
4 ./pea/ 7~c SyO e ^^/ // ^X.






7. ^OULD YOU PREFER TO WORK DIRECTLY ON A LARGE 3-D PROJECT?
^V yXA'/!r -^ 7s{e_ y,j ffj
CT^





?, -D YOU LEARN ANYTHING ABOUT -BASIC DESIGN PR.ZCIPLES DZCH AS
MOTION; PROPORTION. COLOR, TEXT'.AIE, ETC,
X'/A_X- J^ iz/'W s?0/ t /r^wry ^/iocO e-^^^T^X (y^c/b.^s" )
10, D. yc:; HAVE TOO LITTLE OR TOO MUCH T C ME ?
11 '.sHAT fC VOUS GENERAL FECLINS ADOUT THIS METHOD AT THIS T.IME?
12, EXPERIMENTS z;LL OS DISCARDED. ^OCC THIS BOTHER YOU?
^jr -^ez ^^iy'/y /&*r/? T^sr) .yo^sf /-<z-6u.r-e,-n<r' /X^^/p)
/[/A7 /Vo^A
S>,^>o0r-y

















D|D YOU LAr-X ANYTHING f|W TECHNICALLY AXOUT TO0L?| AMIS MATERIALS
rr\oci\\'^C>s> ttvuc*! liz^vty vU;Wlfi p r&y C ftt*-S JX f vni-rx, *l









J3 YOU fCCL THAT THIS *.ETi 3 i->l CAL ^PROACH TO EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
helped you? yeS~
"^y UioVlC seerc^ ~b eAJ^Uix f<7 m^e>




SPSCC- UP. OR SLOsV 00WW Y5UB At q.TKETS CODECS & I O?
_ 0 Xm> x l<x<^ 4x ftx feyxxs^ t ti i v
64 fr YOU HAS TO TEACH A fcLAi,9 IS
3--'
Dff OA | ASIX A Y?U ?IPL,| THS/
"1 tf^iH-fy^ /ir ^
c r z<.^pi^mstx, cAcvsvfe^ in e^tex ,
would you ^..cre^ t-^
'1.0- 1 Pi tlv Z'V. a i..z-.-sf
3-"1 cz-iAzr:
J|C y^u LfAiH SV ^ATCHiNG TH?; iEnl^ MT :3 VX OTHERS? &
\f^.s =-"jr; ilr.eu> \i'H(^ aBetrr -hrra?3.f ^acrIiaixx
0| 0 YO^ CUiZ'j AiiOUT "AS|C DESSUN iR'C A , rE.*8 :.,UCM A o p^j _^ ^ ^
l0*ftoNp 3R3r>o^TS0Ns C0L0-^ TCKTU^E, TC. f?
^iS VOy HIVE TOO LITTLF 0- fOO W.lCH,T|^X _
'
j | ^ _









$MAT 0 YOU'""'-: A;,:B.V^ FEEL ff-JD A.'.'^Ut Trtf








- Zv^- v -.
-c^. t X*r*y'i ?4 & ^
SP!NTS WILL S &I5CAD6D. ^OS'S THIA OOTHER VOUf % _
1^^
J.
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, 'v.^xXf.
t t
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* ?w^_ ei\EA
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